WHITE SOUND MACHINE

A new approach to noise masking.

WHITE
SOUND
MACHINE
The White Sound Machine (WSM) is:
- a powerful tool for masking annoying noises
- a High Fidelity Audio Reproduction system, letting you
enjoy Audio from external devices such as iPod, iPad,
smartphones, or USB cards.
- a design object for decorate your living environment

Protect yourself from
disturbances
The White Sound Machine (WSM) is a
loudspeaker with embedded sonic
compositions (soundscapes) aiming
to mask disturbing noises. Each
soundscape has been studied in
order to eliminate low frequency
impulsive noises such as club sound,
but is also suitable for other low
frequency noises such as tra!c
noise, engine noise, footsteps noise
(such as in apartments) and other
noises (snoring, etc.). It can also be
useful in case of tinnitus.
Four soundscapes are shipped
together with the WSM, and can be
integrated with new ones on
request.
Enjoy music
Whether your music is stored on
USB, or on a portable music device

equipped with an headphones
output, you can fully enjoy it with
WSM.
The full range speaker used in WSM,
together with a double re"ex and
accurate electroacoustic design,
allows for a natural enhancement of
low frequencies; an analog equalizer
provides an extreme control of the
sound experience.
Decorate your room
The minimalist and elegant design
of WSM lets use it as a #rst class
furnishing object.
APPLICATIONS
• Hotels
• Private houses
• Shops
• O!ces
• ...

SOUNDɘSCAPE
is a brand born from the
cooperation of Tecnologie
Elettroniche Avanzate and a group
of independent Audio Researchers.
Tecnologie Elettroniche Avanzate is
an Italy-based electronic
manufacturer, specialized in
Communication Devices
Manufacturing, Sales and
Integration.
With more than 30 years of
experience with important
installations, such as Milano
Malpensa Airport, and San Siro
Stadium, T.E.A. design joins
robustness and audio quality,
serving also as OEM electronic
manufacturer for important brands
in Professional and Commercial
Audio.
The new brand philosophy is to
design original products that
provide solutions to very speci#c
problems, at the best, with stateof-.the art audio processing and
audiophile tuning.
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